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Topology of slightly polydisperse real foams

C. Monnereau,* B. Prunet-Foch, and M. Vignes-Adler†

LPMDI, FRE 2395 du CNRS, Baˆtiment Lavoisier, Universite´ de Marne-la-Valle´e, F-77454 Marne-la-Valle´e Cedex 2, France
~Received 16 August 1999; revised manuscript received 27 February 2001; published 21 May 2001!

The topology of slightly polydisperse,~meta-!stable, real foams was investigated by means of optical
tomography associated with a numerical reconstruction procedure. The values of the mean numbers of faces
per bubble and edges per face were very close to Matzke’s data~1946!. The real foams were essentially
disordered and possessed a noncentered symmetry, and ideal structures also could not be observed. The
disorder was quantified by the second moment of the edge per face and face per bubble distributions, and also
by a statistical correlation coefficient between the numbers of edges of adjacent faces. It was found that the
edge distributions of the internal bubbles, and not of the external ones, were significantly anticorrelated even
during foam aging, which provided a measure of the disorder in the foam. No obvious relationship could be
deduced between the isoperimetric quotient and the face combination in an individual bubble. Eventually, it
was shown that the physical boundaries of the foam sample had no influence on the foam topology beyond a
single bubble layer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years many efforts have been devoted to
numerical simulation of three-dimensional~3D! dry foams,
the ultimate aim has been to perform numerical experime
@1,2,3#. However, any numerical simulation requires som
basic and quantified knowledge of the foam structure to
experimentally validated.

In a dry 3D liquid foam, bubbles are polyhedral-like an
their structures are therefore complex. Moreover, a foam
never in stable thermodynamic equilibrium, and due to
very high energy and its large surface it evolves toward
ther a metastable state or its destruction. Even a long st
ing foam suffers some rearrangement as time elapses bec
of the coarsening phenomenon.

The foam local structure is such that the liquid films o
ganize themselves to minimize their surface energy fo
given gas volume according to the Laplace and Plateau la
Provided the film tension is everywhere constant in
foam,1 ~i! each liquid film has a constant mean curvature,~ii !
the edges~Plateau borders! are formed by three liquid films
with mutual angles equal to 120°, and~iii ! the vertices are
formed by four edges with mutual angles equal to the te
hedral angle, cos21 (21

3). The film network reorganizes a
time elapses because of film ruptures~coalescence! or gas
diffusion from a smaller bubble towards a bigger neighb
due to the difference in Laplace’s pressure~coarsening!.
Morphological recombinations are therefore induced and
pological changes~T1! that involve bubble neighbor switch
ing, or topological transformations~T2! when a bubble dis-

*Present address: Department of Physics, Trinity College, Uni
sity of Dublin, Dublin 2, Ireland. Email address
Michele.Adler@univ-mlv.fr

†Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
1Throughout the paper, we have assumed that the film tensio

constant everywhere and that the foam free energy can be red
to the film surface free energy.
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appears can be observed. Eventually, the global structur
the foam is space filling@4#.

In this work, we are interested in the structural and top
logical properties of real dry foams. Their polyhedral-lik
bubbles have various numbers of faces as well as var
numbers of edges. Quantification of the foam structure
quires basic topological measurements, e.g., the numbe
edges for a given facen and the number of faces for a give
bubble f and their combinations, respectively, in a bubb
and in the foam. From these data the statistical characteri
of the foam such as the average number of faces per bu
^f&, the average number of edges per face^n&, and the prob-
ability for a bubble to havef faces, denoted bypb( f ), and
for a face to haven edges, denoted bypf(n), are deduced.
Moreover, polyhedral real foams have usually no perio
structure since they are essentially disordered. Hence, d
der is an additional foam property to quantify. By enforcin
the angles values, the Plateau laws, which are somewha
tagonist with disorder, impose a severe constraint on
bubble polyhedral structure, which prevent the foam fro
being a disorganized system; moreover, the global stuc
should ‘‘divide space with minimum partitional area’’ a
stated by Kelvin@5#. In this context, we have measured th
isoperimetric quotientI Q of each polyhedral bubble, which
compares the bubble area to the one of a sphere with
same volume, and we have explored whether a relation
between the topology and the isoperimetric quotient of
bubbles could be obtained. For a comprehensive analys
the foam characterization, one must remember that they
finite systems that are limited by physical boundari
namely, the container walls or the foam-free surface depe
ing on the experimental conditions. This implies singularit
in the system and breaks the geometrical symmetries
served in the bulk foam since the Plateau laws are no lon
valid at the artifactual vertices located on the solid wa
Two bubble populations have therefore to be consider
namely, the internal bubbles that belong to the bulk foam a
the external bubbles that are adjacent to the boundaries.
distinction is particularly relevant when a flowing foam
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C. MONNEREAU, B. PRUNET-FOCH, AND M. VIGNES-ADLER PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 061402
investigated, e.g., shear stress at the wall may be transm
to the internal bubbles through the external ones locate
the solid boundary.

Most studies on foam topology deal with the theoreti
solution to the Kelvin problem and some ideal structur
namely, the Kelvin tetrakaidecahedron@5#, the Williams cell
@6#, and the Weaire and Phelan cluster@7# were proposed. As
far as we know, these ‘‘perfect’’ stuctures could only
observed under very special boundary conditions, but no
real bulk foam@8#.

Actually, there are only a few experimental investigatio
on real foam structure because the internal structure of a
foam is difficult to observe. The first experiment on t
structure of a 3D foam was done by Matzke@9#. Matzke used
a binocular dissecting microscope to examine each sin
bubble of a 3D monodisperse foam. The foam was gener
a bubble at a time using a graduated syringe and puttin
after its creation into a beaker. The bubbles were then dr
by means of a camera lucida. Matzke could therefore ob
the description of the topology of a monodisperse foam a
given time, assuming that neither coarsening nor topolog
transformation occurred during the time the photogra
were taken. He found that the average number of faces
bubble ^ f &511.00 for 400 bubbles belonging to the fir
three layers and̂ f &513.7 for the 600 internal bubbles
which he defined as the bubbles separated by at least
layers of bubbles from the surface. He also listed the com
nations of both populations. Schwarz described the topol
cal transformations that may occur in 3D collapsing foa
@10# and photographed face swapping between two adja
bubbles.

Thanks to the computer age, we can reproduce and ex
Matzke’s original experiments. We have simultaneou
measured the structure and the metric properties of 3D fo
@11–13# by an optical tomographic method in associati
with a numerical reconstruction. From these measureme
we can access simultaneously the metrics and topolog
the foam when it is young and also when it is aged a
collapsing.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Materials and methods

The cell consists of a cylindrical container~5 cm diameter
and 10 cm height! covered by a glass lid, whose lower part
a sintered glass plate~Fig. 1!. Its bottom is connected to
liquid reservoir by a flexible Teflon tube in order to contr
the capillary pressurePg'rgDh in the foam by changing
the height levelDh between the container and the reserv
@14#. Dh is measured by a cathetometer. Both container
reservoir are fixed to the same motorized table~z! in order to
keepDh constant during scanning. In the whole experime
Dh is fixed at 60 mm, i.e.,Pg'595 Pa. Therefore, the Pla
teau border curvatures are kept nearly constant along
foam column and during the dynamic experiment, and
film thicknesses can also be considered as being con
along the foam column and during the dynamic experime

In order to prevent contamination by antifoaming mate
als, great care was taken in cleaning the cell. After degre
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ing with acetone~Normapur! and alcohol, the glassware wa
washed with fresh sulfochromic acid, the Teflon tube w
boiling aquaregia, followed by profusely rinsing with pu
water. The cell was filled with two different soapy solution
an aqueous solution of sodium dodecyl sulfate~0.1% wt! and
dodecanol~0.003% wt! ~solutionA!, and another aqueous so
lution of commercial hand liquid soap~0.3% wt! and glyc-
erol ~0.2% wt! ~solutionB!. Slightly polydisperse foams with
a mean diameter bubble size of 562 mm were then gener
ated in the cylindrical container by blowing filteredU nitro-
gen through a pro-Pasteur pipette directly in the solution
flow rate of 55 mm3 s21. The films of both soapy solutions in
these proportions immediately evolve into common bla
films. They are extremely stable in time@13#, moreover their
surfaces are rigid according to the classification given
Mysels, Shinoda, and Frankel@15#. This means that the
surface-active materials form a layer so compact at the in
face that no interfacial convection occurs; gravity drainage
the Plateau borders is drastically reduced and the gas tra
between two bubbles is solely diffusional. This was nume
cally confirmed by coarsening calculations withSURFACE

EVOLVER2 @16#.

B. Optical tomography and foam reconstruction

The cell was lit with a cold and polarized illuminatio
plate ~Fig. 1!. Optical tomography consisted in scanning t
foam by means of a Lhesa charge-coupled device cam
equipped with a very thin depth-of-field~1 mm thick! Micro-
Nikkor 105 mm f/2.8 objective and connected to a grap
digitization card. The camera was focused on the cente
the upper surface of a foam sample to visualize only
bubbles without any contact with the cell walls. During sca
ning, the optical system was kept fixed while the foam c
was displaced in the focus plane by steps equal toDz
51 mm. Images of the slices were digitized and stored i
microcomputer. A whole scanning session took 45 s for

2SURFACE EVOLVER is a minimization software developed b
Brakke @17#.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
2-2
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TOPOLOGY OF SLIGHTLY POLYDISPERSE REAL FOAMS PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 061402
slices. Since nitrogen has a low solubility in water, foa
coarsening was negligible during the time of scanning.

A picture of a foam slice in the central parallelepiped co
(2.231.6 cm2) of the foam column (B55 cm) is given in
Fig. 2. The liquid films are transparent since they are co
mon black films and only the Plateau border~edge! network
appears in the images. The principle of foam reconstruc
is to determine the locations of all the foam vertices from
series of such images of foam slices using a specific im
software~MOUSSE!, and to numerically reconstruct the min
mal surfaces connecting the vertices in the same polyhe
arrangement as the real foam usingSURFACE EVOLVER3 @18#.
The physical assumption underlying the reconstruction p
cedure of very dry foams is that capillarity is solely acting
the foam structure. The structure is minimized under the c
straints that the bubble volumes are constant; the position
the outer vertices on the sample lateral boundaries and on
foam-free surface are fixed~when only entire bubbles ar
reconstructed!; the positions of the vertices in contact wi
the porous plate and of the intersections with the digitizat
window limit ~when also the boundary bubbles are reco
structed! are free to move in their plane; all the other vertic
in the bulk foam are free to move. The equilibrium structu
of the foam is such that the surface energy is minimum
the given structure and gas phase volume. The so-called

3MOUSSE is a foam analyzer software from Noesis Inc.,SURFACE

EVOLVER compatible.

FIG. 2. Upper row: Images of slices of foam 2 located at a sa
z in the central parallelepipedic core (2.231.6 cm2) at t59 h and
t524 h. The coordinate system is given in Fig. 1. The optical fi
is located at the center of the cylindrical foam column whose in
nal diameter isB55 cm. Only the sharp vertices belong to th
planez0 ; the fuzzy vertices belong to neighbor slices. Lower ro
Reconstructed foam 2 att51 h andt524 h. The white arrows re-
late corresponding bubbles.
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constructed foam is the one whose total surface area of
films is minimized, Laplace’s law and Plateau’s law bei
satisfied~Fig. 2!. The whole reconstruction procedure h
been described in greater detail in@18#. On the reconstructed
foam, the topological and metric properties can be measu
and then analyzed.

III. RESULTS

We have studied and reconstructed two foams made f
solutionA denoted below as foam 1 and foam 2, and a th
one made from solutionB called foam 3. Only the dynamic
of foam 2 was followed during 30 h. Let us note that bubb
are calledentire when they are not artifactually cut by th
optical field ~Fig. 2!; bubbles are calledboundary bubbles
when only a percentage of their faces is known since they
cut by the optical field. Foam 1 consisted of 8 bubble lay
among which 82 entire bubbles were analyzed~Fig. 3!. Foam
2 consisted of 144 bubbles organized in 5 layers of bubb
among which 48 bubbles were entire~Fig. 2 left column!.
Foam 3 consisted of 121 bubbles organized in 5 layers w
41 entire bubbles.

One should distinguish two types of bubbles,~i! the ex-
ternal bubblesthat belong to the upper layer or to the botto
one in contact with the porous plate and~ii ! the internal
bubblesthat belong to the other layers. The internal bubb
have all their neighboring ones in the real foam.

We have gathered all the data of the three independ

e

r-

:
FIG. 3. Entire bubbles of reconstructed foam 1 showing

volume polydispersity; there are five classes of bubble volum
ranging from 38 to 61 mm3.
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TABLE I. Topological characteristics of the bubbles in the young foams 1, 2, and 3.N ~bubble number!,
F ~number of discernible faces!, V ~bubble average volume!, DV ~standard deviation of bubble volum
distribution!, ^f & ~mean face/bubble!, ^n& ~mean edge/face!, ^ f & th @theoretical mean face/bubble as calculat
by Eq. ~1!#, m2 f ~second moment of face distribution!, m2n ~second moment of edge distribution!, R ~edge
correlation coefficient. The common faces to two adjacent bubbles were counted twice by Matzke!.

N F DV/V ^f& ^ f & th ^n& m2 f m2n R

External upper layer
Foam 1 16 145 0.22 11.19 11.76 4.98 5.03 0.63 20.21
Foam 2 9 94 0.4 11.56 12.37 5.03 3.36 0.54 20.17
Foam 3 17 136 0.36 10.76 11.21 4.93 2.25 0.67 20.20
Average 42 375 11.07 11.90 4.99 3.54 0.62
Matzke 400 10.99 10.99 4.908 1.49 0.519

Internal bubbles
Foam 1 57 556 0.1 13.75 13.48 5.11 0.85 0.41 20.27
Foam 2 28 278 0.08 13.39 13.04 5.08 1.81 0.365 20.23
Foam 3 24 221 0.29 13.54 12.24 5.02 3.66 0.42 20.22
Average 109 1055 13.53 13.47 5.109 3.24 0.40
Matzke 600 8221 13.702 13.698 5.124 1.07 0.328
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reconstructed foams that have different topologies, foam
foam 2 before its collapse, and foam 3, that is, altogether
internal entire bubbles and 42 external entire bubbles of
upper layer to get average topological results. This is ca
the average foambelow. Note that we have not considere
the boundary bubbles in contact with the bottom plate
cause their topologies are biased since Plateau’s laws do
apply to the vertices adhering to the sintered glass plate

First of all we have checked that the present foams
slightly polydispersed at least as far as the young foams
concerned by calculating the standard variation of the bub
volume distribution in the foam. Results are reported
Table I, and in Fig. 3 polydispersity is emphasized by cha
ing the gray color of the bubbles. The polydispersity is lo
with DV/V,0.3 for the internal bubbles and 0.4 for the u
per external bubbles of the young foams, whereDV is the
volume standard deviation.

A. Topological properties

The mean values of the edge number per face^n& and of
the face number per bubble^f & are calculated for the variou
foams and the average foam~Table I!. Results are in very
good agreement with Matzke’s measured values^ f & int
513.70 and̂ f &ext510.99 on his 1000-bubbled foam@9#. To
06140
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evaluate the statistical bias we have determined that the
tuations around̂f & become lower than60.05 for 20 or more
bubbles taken at random for calculation of^f &.

The distribution of the number of faces per bubble,pb( f ),
and the distribution of the number of edges per face,pf(n)
of the average foam are plotted in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! for
both the internal and external populations. For the face
tribution, there is a peak atf 513 for the internal bubbles an
at f 511 for the external upper bubbles. Ninety-nine perc
of the internal bubbles have a number of faces ranging fr
12 to 15. Only one internal bubble was a 19-hedron. Alwa
more than 95% of the faces are either quadrilateral, penta
nal, or hexagonal, with a predominance of pentagonal fa
the edge distribution has a peak atn55 of about 0.6. The
edge/face distributions,pf 0

(n), for f 0-polyhedra are plotted

in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. The value of the peak atn55 in-
creases topf 0512

(5)50.8 when it is only calculated for the
dodecahedra. It means that the probability for dodecahed
be pentagonal is rather high. However, the probability to
a dodecahedron is low~0.08!.

B. Combinations

The bubble structure in the foam is characterized by
combinations of then-edged faces inf-faced bubbles. More
of
FIG. 4. Average foam:~a! Distribution pb( f )
of the numberf of faces per bubble,~b! distribu-
tion pf(n) of the numbern of edges per face. The
numbers in parentheses are the numbers
bubbles of the population under consideration.
2-4
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FIG. 5. Distributionpf 0
(n) of the number of

edges per face in the average foam,~a! internal
bubbles,~b! upper external bubbles. The soli
line denotes the mean distribution.
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precisely, the numbers of 3-~if present!, 4-, 5-, 6-, and
7-edged faces~if present!, etc., were calculated and also the
probability of occurrence. The list of the more frequent co
binations is presented for each value off for the internal
bubbles in Table II. The external bubbles4 are shown in
Table III. Matzke’s combinations are also reported. There
five main combinations~.5%! in the internal population
with 13 and 14 faces and two in the external populati
whereas Matzke found seven more frequent combinat
that partly overlap ours. All the more frequent intern
bubbles have more hexagonal than quadrilateral faces a
is the opposite for the external ones.

C. Foam aging and collapse

Only foam 2 was reconstructed at 8 different timest
50, 1, 3, 6, 9, 24, 27, and 30 h after its creation. Its topolo
did not change for the first 9 h, the structure remained
same and no topological transformation nor film rupture
curred. Note that this topological stability is due to the p
ticular soapy solution that we have used. Att524 h the foam
was collapsed as observed by Brown, Thuman, and McB
who monitored the decay of a foam from the same so
solution @19#. Films that were located on the top surface
the foam thinned, because of evaporation; the bubbles
proportionated due to the vicinity of the atmosphere~Fig. 2
right column!. Film ruptures followed and generated oth
avalanche film ruptures in the neighborhood that are cha
teristic of the collapse of a dry foam with rigid films. Th
number of bubbles and faces are reported in Table IV.
the different times,̂ f &ext varies between 9.81 and 11.56 a
^ f & int between 13.39 and 13.67 even for the very destabili
foam at 30 h; the edge per face distributionspf

t (n) are re-
ported for the internal bubbles in Fig. 6~a! and for the upper
bubbles in Fig. 6~b!. For the internal bubbles, the percenta
of pentagonal faces increases whereas the percentag
quadrilateral faces decreases as time elapses, and it i
opposite for the upper ones; the distribution remains v
stable during aging. Accordingly, internal combinations
mained quite stable: no original combinations appeared
did not exist either in the average foam or in Matzke’s o
~Table III!. The total number of internal bubbles drastica
decreased when foam 2 collapsed, and we have reporte

4The complete list can be obtained upon request fr
Michele.Adler@univ-mlv.fr
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number of bubbles with a given combination and not t
percentage of bubbles for the aged foams.

External upper bubbles were much more creative~Table
V!. One could identify 11 original combinations: 9-edge
faces could be observed as a consequence of film rupt
and tetrahedral bubbles with 3-edged faces appeared
consequence of disproportionation and T2 topological tra
formations. Furthermore, T1 face swappings between a
cent internal bubbles were observed, but they did not ge
ate new combinations~Table IV!. It is likely that neither
Matzke nor we have identified all the possible combinatio

IV. DISCUSSION

So far, we have mostly confirmed the results of Matz
who obtained them manually on an enormous number
bubbles. One can only be impressed by his extraordin
patience in collecting these data. Computer technology
ables us to get more information since the bubble geome
cal quantities can be measured in addition to the topolog
ones and the bubble arrangements in the foam can be d
mined, moreover, their time evolution can be followed.

A. Topological properties

The average number of faces per internal bubble^ f& and
edges per facên& obtained for our average foam satisfy th
Coxeter theoretical relationship, which states that if the fo
has an infinite number of internal bubbles,^ f & th should be
related to^n& as @20#

^ f & th5
12

62^n&
. ~1!

This relationship is well satisfied by the average foam~Table
I!. Besides,̂ f& is also in agreement with the predicted valu
of Aste, Boose´, and Rivier@21# who found that̂ f& should
range between 13.29 and 13.5, the lower bound corresp
ing to configurations with a maximal orientational entro
and 13.5 to the Weaire-Phelan structure, which has the l
est known interfacial energy for equal-volume bubbles@21#.

The structures that have the same face combination
the ideal structures are denoted by bold face character
Tables II and III; most frequently found is the~2 8 4! Will-
iams cell, but without its centered symmetry. Neith
Kelvin’s bubble, the tetrakaidecahedron, which is a trunca
octahedron~6 0 8!, nor Weaire-Phelan’s structure, which is
cluster of six 14-faced bubbles~0 12 2! and two 12-faced~0
2-5
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TABLE II. Main face combinations and isoperimetric quotient of internal bubbles. The number w
parenthesis is theI Q standard deviation. The combination of the Williams cell and the combinations pre
in Weaire-Phelan cell are in bold characters. Percentages are used for the average and the Matzke fo
number of bubbles is used for aging foam 2. Other combinations exist; however, their probability is
less.

f
Comb.
4 5 6

Average
~%!

Matzke
~%!

Aging foam 2

t524 h
No. of bubbles

t527 h
No. of bubbles

t530 h
No. of bubbles

I Q

13 3 6 4 17 6 0.692
~0.0421!

13 1 10 2 12 20 2 2 1 0.695
~0.0265!

14 2 8 4a 9 11 2 2 0.689
„0.0226…

14 1 10 3 7 12 1 1 1 0.699
~0.033!

13 2 8 3 7 3 3 3 1 0.693
~0.0205!

15 0 12 3 5 4
15 1 10 4 5 6 2 2
12 2 8 2 5 3 1 1
12 0 12 0b 4 8 1
14 0 12 2b 2 7

aWilliams cell.
bWeaire-Phelan cell.
th
e
se

the

of
12 0! bubbles, were found. The combination shown by
Kelvin bubble that has no pentagonal faces and more h
agonal than quadrilateral faces, seems far from the pre
results; the nearest that was obtained is a~6 0 2! combination
06140
e
x-
nt

among the upper layer bubbles of both foams 1 and 3~Table
III !. In contrast, the two combinations that composed
Weaire-Phelan structure~0 12 2! and ~0 12 0!, with identi-
cally centered symmetry apart for the fact that the faces
in the
is used for
TABLE III. Main face combinations of external bubbles. The combination of the Williams cell and the combinations present
Weaire-Phelan cell are in bold characters. Percentages are used for the average and the Matzke foams. The number of bubbles
the aging foam 2. Other combinations exist; however, their probability is 1% or less.

f
Combinations

3-4 5 6-7
% in

Average
% in

Matzke

Aging foam 2

t524 h
No. of bubbles

t527 h
No. of bubbles

t530 h
No. of bubbles

9 4 4 1 9.5 2.8 2 1 3
11 4 5 1-1 7.1 5.5 1
10 3 6 1 4.8 7.3 2 1 2
11 3 6 2 4.8 16.8
11 2 8 1 4.8 8.8 1
12 3 6 3 4.8 5.5
10 4 4 2 4.8 11.8 1 1
13 3 6 4 4.8 0.8 1
8 6 0 2 4.8 1.3
15 3 7 4-1 4.8

Particular combinations
14 2 8 4a 2.4 0.8
12 0 12 0b 2.8 1
14 0 12 2b 0.3

aWilliams cell.
bWeaire-Phelan cell.
2-6
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TABLE IV. Topological characteristics of the foam bubbles of the aging foam 2.

Foam 2 N P DV/V ^ f& ^n& m2 f m2n R

External upper layer
t<9 h 9 94 0.4–0.6 11.56 5.03 3.36 0.54 20.17
t524 h 21 165 0.85 9.81 4.85 10.63 0.83 0.038
t527 h 17 135 0.75 9.88 4.86 11.16 0.95 20.018
t530 h 14 120 0.5 10.57 4.93 1.96 0.59 20.17

Internal bubbles
t<9 h 28 278 0.08–0.15 13.39 5.08 1.81 0.365 20.23
t524 ha 12 140 0.17 13.67 5.11 0.89 0.34 20.22
t527 ha 12 140 0.20 13.67 5.11 0.89 0.34 20.22
t530 h 6 71 0.125 13.50 5.11 0.92 0.353 ~20.31!

aThe topology of the internal bubbles, namely, the face and edge combinations did not change b
t524 h andt527 h but the foam coarsened asDV/V increases.
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the same kind do not have equal area, were found separ
among the internal bubbles offoam 1; both have a probabil-
ity of 4%. They were not connected and they did not fo
the Weaire-Phelan~WP! cluster.5 It is remarkable that the
WP structure has 89% of pentagons, which is much lar
than the percentage~>60%! found in real foams; it is how-
ever consistent with our finding that 80% of the dodeca
dral bubbles are pentagonal like the two dodecahedra in
WP cluster.

A priori the absence of any ideal structures is surpris
since these structures are supposed to correspond to a
mum of surface energy. It was expected that ideal structu
should be obtainable given the absence of gravity draina
capillary suction, and the fact that coarsening is reduced
to the low solubility of the gas used in this study.

We propose three reasons to explain the absence of
structures.

~i! The numerical calculations are done on a set of mo
disperse bubbles. In our experiments, the bubbles are m
disperse at their creation since they are generated at the t
a single capillary by blowing nitrogen at a controlled flow
rate. However, the bubbles are created neither simu
neously nor at the same location in the liquid column.
newly created foam is in a transient state, with very imp
tant coarsening effects for the more recently created bubb
This results in polydispersity, albeit low~Table I!.

~ii ! The ideal structures are obtained by minimizing t
total surface energy of the films and neglecting the grav
tional energy. Most liquid in a foam is located in the Plate
borders and the corresponding gravitational energy sho

5The Weaire-Phelan structure has been once visualized in a s
ing cream under a microscope@22#. None of the Matzke 1000
bubbles were of Kelvin type. Half a Kelvin cell could be observ
on a cubic frame@23#. Pittet, Rivier, and Weaire could obtai
Kelvin bubbles in unidimensional crystalline foams by generat
monodisperse foams in cylindrical tubes with a single entire bub
filling the tube section@24#. The cylindrical symmetry shown by th
Kelvin cell was therefore enforced by the frame in the former c
and by the tube wall in the latter one.
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also be taken into account in the minimization process. Ho
ever, the contribution of the Plateau border gravitational
ergy to the total foam energy was found to be insignifica
even in a foam with thicker Plateau border@12#, and this
second point has probably less influence. Nevertheles
young foam is considerably drained, its history and topolo
are definitely influenced by gravity. Since the scale of t
bubble diameter, about 2–5 mm, is of the same order
magnitude as the capillary length (s/rg)1/2>2 mm, one
cannot neglect the rupture of symmetry induced by grav
on the pressure in the Plateau borders.

~iii ! Minimization algorithms do not account for possib
bubble coarsening. Specifically, in the WP cluster, all t
bubbles have equal volume but not equal pressure and f
coarsening should result. It is likely that ideal structur
might only be obtained in real bulk foam under micrograv
conditions or with extremely small bubbles when the bub
gas is insoluble in the film liquid. These conditions are ch
lenging.

Eventually, the predominance of pentagons can be ea
explained. All the films of the present foams were comm

av-

g
le

e

TABLE V. New external bubble combinations observed in t
ageing foam 2 that did not exist either in the young foams or in
Matzke foam.

f
Combinations
3-4 5 6-7-8-9

No. of bubbles
t524 h

No. of bubbles
t527 h

No. of bubbles
t530 h

13 1-1 8 2-1 1
6 2-2 2 0 2
14 2-2 5 4-0-0-1 1 1
5 2-3 0 0 1 1
7 3-0 3 1 1
4 4-0 0 0 1 2
15 3 6 7 1 1
9 1-3 3 2 1
10 1-3 4 1-1 1
12 1-3 4 3-1 1
11 5 4 0-2 1
2-7
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FIG. 6. Distributionpf(n) of the number of
edges per face in the aging foam 2,~a! internal
bubbles,~b! upper external bubbles. The soli
line denotes the mean distribution.
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black ones with film tensions equal to twice the soluti
surface tension acting at the vertices@25#. This enforces sym-
metry and explains the predominance of pentagons since
pentagonal angle 108° is very close to the regular tetrahe
angle arccos(2 1

3 ) ~>109.5°!. However, the pentagona
dodecahedra are not numerous in the present foams, whi
not surprising since they cannot fill the whole space@26#.

B. Statistical analysis of the disorder

Real foams are disordered but they are not disorgani
This means that some quantification of the ‘‘disorder’’ in t
structure should be obtained. The disorder of real foams
be partly characterized by the variances of the face and e
distributions defined as

m2,f5^ f 2&2^ f &2, m2,n5^n2&2^n&2 ~2!

by analogy with 2D foams@4#. The values are reported i
Table I for the young foams and in Table IV for the agin
foam 2. Furthermore, we have calculated Matzke’s foam
order from his data given in@9#.

For the internal bubbles, the disorder calculated for
edge distributionm2,n is small, of order 0.4 and it is slightly
higher, 0.6, for the external bubbles, which is close to Ma
ke’s results. The disorder for the face distributionm2,f is
larger and still of the same order of magnitude as Matz
Both m2,n andm2,f remain constant during foam 2 aging.

For the external bubbles, bothm2,f andm2,n increase sig-
nificantly when the foam is ageing, because of T2 topolo
cal transformations and film ruptures~Fig. 2!. However, their
values decrease again when the foam is aged and s
bubbles have disappeared.

To get more quantitative information on the foam diso
der, we have explored whether some statistical correla
between the topological elements of the foam could
found. Let each face in the foam be numbered by the inte
j; let j 1 and j 2 denote two adjacent faces in the foam, i.
two faces with a common edge. The following correlati
coefficientR can, therefore, be calculated between the nu
bers of edgesn( j 1) and n( j 2) of two adjacent faces with
j 1Þ j 2 for each population

R5
Š@n~ j 1!2^n&#@n~ j 2!2^n&#‹

^@n~ j !2^n&#2&

5
F tot

P

(
j 1

(
j 2, j 1

@n~ j 1!2^n&#@n~ j 2!2^n&#

(
j

@n~ j !2^n&#2

, ~3!
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where n( j ) is the edge number of thej th face, ^n& is the
mean face number per bubble,F tot is the total number of
different faces belonging to the considered bubble popu
tion, P is the number of terms entering the double summ
tion. We have ignored the biased faces, for example, the o
that intersect the boundary of the foam sample either at
porous plate or at the artifactual boundary of the optical fie
For each foam, both populations were considered, nam
the internal bubbles and the upper layer bubbles. We h
checked thatR becomes stable as soon as the number of p
of facesP that enters the summations is larger than 3
With P5800, the statistical error is 1/AP50.05.

The general trend is that the correlation coefficientR is
always negative whatever the value ofP. The value ofR
ranges between20.24 and20.3 for both bubble populations
of the young foams 1, 2, and 3. This value is rather lo
although significantly higher than the statistical error 0.0
even for the aged foam.6 This means that the face distribu
tion in the bulk foam is slightly anticorrelated, in othe
words, that the 2n neighbors of a face with a larger numb
of edges have statistically a smaller number of edges. As
as we know, this disorder quantification was never propos
It provides a measure of the organization of the disorder
slightly polydisperse foam.

It is interesting to note thatRext decreases to near 0 whe
measured on the upper external bubbles of the ageing foa
whereas the edge and face disorders are high~Fig. 7!. It was
observed that the collapse of the upper layer occurred lik
an avalanche, which locally generated a very disorde
foam with large values ofm2 f andm2n , and bubbles with a
very small number of faces appeared due to T2 transfor
tions ~Fig. 2!. However, when the ‘‘order’’ in the foam is
restored, the correlation coefficientR recovers to its initial
value ~520.17!. On the contrary,Rint calculated for the in-
ternal bubbles remained constant during aging. Actually
the present foam the structure of the internal population w
only altered by face switching that globally occurred at co
stant face and edge numbers.

Unfortunately, the present sample was too small to obt
a reliable value of the correlation coefficient based on
face number of adjacent bubbles, which would give a
analog of the Aboav-Weaire law established for 2D foa
@4#. This is left for future work.

6We have not reported the value ofR at t530 h for internal
bubbles because there are only 6 surviving bubbles.
2-8
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C. Topology and isoperimetric quotient

The isoperimetric quotientI Q was obtained from the vol
ume and the area of the bubbles.I Q compares the areaSof a
polyhedron to the areaS0 of a sphere of same volume@20#,
and it is related to the energy cost of making a bubble

I Q5
36pV2

S3 5S S0

S D 3

. ~4!

For a sphere, the area is minimum andI Q51. For a poly-
hedron,I Q is always less than 1 and as this value decrea
the shape departs from a sphere; moreover, larger theI Q , the
more stable the bubble. For the ideal Kelvin cellI Q50.757
and the averageI Q of the Weaire and Phelan structure
^I Q&50.764. When calculated on all the 52 internal bubb
of young foam 2 and foam 3,̂ I Q&50.694 ~standard
deviation50.034!; it is significantly lower than the value o
any ideal structures. We have only plotted theI Q values for
foams 2 and 3 for which all the bubbles, either entire
boundary, have been reconstructed as a function of the n
ber of faces~Fig. 8! and of the pentagon percentage~Fig. 9!
of the bubble. Weaire and Phelan still hold the champions
of the bubble minimum surface area since no bubble ha
I Q as high as the average value of their structure. Howe
one bubble in foam 3 has itsI Q larger than the Kelvin tetra
kaidecahedron (I Q50.757); it is a bubble with 13 faces i
the ~3 6 4! combination~the more frequent one! for which
I Q50.7603. Another one with a~1 10 4! combination has a
slightly lower I Q(50.7564) than the Kelvin one. Howeve
other ~3 6 4! bubbles have smallerI Q . Actually, for the
present foams, there is no obvious general relationship
tween the isoperimetric quotient of an individual bubble a

FIG. 7. Edge correlation coefficientR versus~a! edge disorder,
~b! face disorder. The full symbols denote the internal bubbles
the empty symbols the external upper bubbles.
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its face combination~Table II!, face number~Fig. 8!, or per-
centage of pentagons~Fig. 9!. The morphology of a bubble
depends on the combination of its faces, on its metrics,
on collective effects with other ones through the fulfillme
of the Plateau laws. Individually, the cells have no reason
have a minimum surface energy unless the foam is period
like a Kelvin foam. In a Kelvin foam, collective effects ar
accounted for only in a trivial manner.

D. Influence of the foam border

Matzke defined as internal bubbles those that are se
rated from the foam borders by at least three other bub
and not by one bubble as used here@9#. During collapse, the
influence of the film ruptures that were located at the fo
surface did not extend to further layers. Average values
the topological elements of the internal bubbles did not v
significantly: ^ f & int513.560.2, Rint520.2360.005 at t
<9 h andt524 h and 27 h. The tendency is the same at
530 h when only one bubble layer remains, but one sho
be cautious because the statistics become very poor. On
contrary,Rext drops to zero during foam aging. Since all th
averaged topological properties of the internal bubbles~ac-
cording to our definition! are stable one can state that
single bubble layer is enough to forget the singularity gen
ated by the foam boundaries.

d

FIG. 8. Isoperimetric quotient versus the face number of
internal bubbles in young foams 2 and 3.I Q’s for the Kelvin and
Weaire and Phelan structures are reported. The solid line den
the mean values and the dotted lines correspond to the mean
6DV ~see Table II!.

FIG. 9. Isoperimetric quotient versus the percentage of pe
gons of the internal bubbles in young foams 2 and 3.
2-9
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V. CONCLUSION

The structure and the topology of young and ageing
foams with rigid films were investigated by optical tomogr
phy associated with a numerical reconstruction algorith
We have confirmed the statistical data of Matzke on
mean numbers of faces and edges, and the present list of
combinations is essentially the same as the one found
Matzke. It seems obvious that some more original combi
tions could be found, however, with a low probability.

The original results on slightly polydisperse foams are
following. We have demonstrated that the disordered str
ture of the foam can be quantified by introducing a corre
tion coefficient between pairs of adjacent faces. It was fou
that the adjacent faces of internal bubbles are statistic
slightly anticorrelated, the correlation coefficient being clo
to 20.24. We could not find any relationship between t
g

-

ci
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isoperimetric quotient and the face combination in t
bubbles, which means that the condition of mechanical eq
librium of the vertices is a much stronger requirement for
topology of the foams than the single minimization of t
surface energy. We have assigned the absence of ideal s
tures in the real foam by their inadequate number of penta
nal faces: in the Kelvin cell, there are no pentagonal fac
and they are much more numerous in the Weaire and Ph
cluster than in a typical real foam. Eventually, one sing
bubble layer is sufficient to absorb the singularity created
the foam physical boundaries.
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